Everwall

™

Architectural
Interiors

Ever Fast.
Ever Flexible.
Ever Better.

Everwall combines design
freedom with one of the
fastest installations in the
industry to delight both
designers and installers.
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Boundless
Possibilities
Private spaces are some of the
most coveted in the hybrid
workplace. Everwall creates a
variety of private spaces — from
hybrid meeting rooms to places
for casual connections — and
expands the thinking about what
walls can do in the hybrid workplace.

A beautiful collaboration
meeting room features
technology and markerboards.
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An extended plane
creates a cozy nook for
social connections on
the exterior wall.
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Power routing throughout
the structure allows
technology to be moved
or added effortlessly.

Design
Flexibility
Move, add or update your
interior spaces with incredible
efficiency. Everwall gives you
design freedom to create
spaces that capture your
intent today and adapt to
whatever the future brings.

Skins can be oriented either
portrait or landscape — with
asymmetric and segmented
options — with the ability to span
multiple frames for a unique visual.
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Clerestory glass lets
the natural light into
interior spaces.
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Plywood edgeband
laminate skins add
visual interest.

A broad range of
handles, ladder
pulls and hinges
help achieve an
elevated aesthetic.

Lux, metallic paints
add an elegant
aesthetic to
Everwall’s frame.

Materiality
Matters
Making a first impression counts
and Everwall expresses the full
range of possibilities with interior
architecture. An expanded
materials palette — including
metallic paints, laminates,
fabrics and modern hardware
choices — allows Everwall to
fit the vibe of any space.
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With acoustic seals in just
the right places – including
on frames, skins and doors –
Everwall achieves high levels
of acoustic privacy.

Acoustic
Performance
Everwall helps keep the noise
in and the distractions out. With
best-in-class acoustics, Everwall
provides the performance needed
to meet the privacy expectations
of today’s hybrid workplace.
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Sustainable
Solution
Everwall is advancing positive
environmental change as a force
for better in the built environment.
It was designed for sustainability
and the principles of reduce, reuse
and recycle. Everwall diverts waste
from landfills and is a sustainable
solution that assures a positive
impact on the environment —
and a better wall for the planet.

Everwall is made with recyclable materials
and is 100% reusable. Everwall can also
contribute to LEED® certification and
WELL® building standards.
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Let’s Get in Touch

We help people do their
best work by creating
places that work better.
To learn more visit steelcase.com/everwall.

Meet us:

Learning +
Innovation Centers
Grand Rapids

Connect with us:

WorkLife Centers
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Dallas
Los Angeles
Mexico City
New York
San Francisco
Toronto
Washington DC

instagram.com/steelcase
pinterest.com/steelcase
facebook.com/steelcase
twitter.com/steelcase
linkedin.com/company/steelcase
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